
NEW Express Cruisers
MJM 35z | MJM 43z
Introducing MJM 53z



Specifications

Length overall 35’6” 

Length on Deck 35’8”

Beam Max 11’0”

Draft: Drives up 21”, Down 32”

Deadrise/Transom 19.7

Displacement half-load 13,279 lbs

Power: Twin Mercury Verado 350hp

Air Height (w/Radar) 9’

Fuel 250 gal - Fresh Water 58 gal. 

WOT 50+ mph w/Optional 350s

Efficiency: 1nmpg @30 knots.

®35z



Specifications

Length overall 46’ 3 ½” 

Length on Deck 42’7”

Beam Max 12’0”

Draft: Drives up 26”, Down 37”

Deadrise/Transom 18.5

Displacement half-load 18,960 lbs

Triple Mercury Verado 350s

Air Height (w/Radar) 10’ 

Fuel 540 gal. Fresh Water 100 gal. 

Top Speed 50+ mph

®43z



Specifications

Length overall 56’3” 

Length on Deck 53’0”

Beam Max 15’0”

Draft: Drives up 27”, Down 35”

Deadrise/Transom 18.6

Displacement half-load 33,669 lbs

Quad Mercury 350 HP Verados

Air Height (w/Radar) 10’7”

Fuel 910 gal. Fresh Water 150 gal. 

®53z



MJM Yacht Comfort Redefines ‘Outboard Express Cruiser’ 

This is a fresh, new take on how we go boating now. Fast, for the days when you have just a few hours before golf or the 
kids’ lacrosse. Climate controlled, so you can escape the sun, spray and wind when you want to. Easy maintenance. 
Turn the key and go. And most important, each MJM Outboard Express Cruiser is built strong, light and narrow for 
seaworthiness, 50 mph speed, fuel efficiency and that sportscar response to your touch on the helm. Small wonder 
MJM’s new outboard models are the talk of the waterfront.

Smart New Flagship, The MJM 53z

The MJM 35z and MJM 43z were introduced in model year 2018. Coming in the summer of 2019 is the ultimate...the largest 
outboard express cruiser ever. Powered by quad Mercury Verados and designed for 50 mph speeds, 53z has all the 
live-aboard comforts our 50z owners love. More than any MJM to date, 53z clearly demonstrates performance benefits 
possible with MJM’s unique, lighter and stronger epoxy composite hulls. It takes a large open, center console to match 53z’s 
predicted horsepower-to-speed ratio. Big center consoles with open layouts weigh the same. But, MJM has the advantage 
of investing its high tech weight savings in the comforts of a proper cruising yacht.



MJM Outboard Express Cruisers are Easy, Versatile and Fun

With joystick control, Sky Hook GPS station-keeping, autopilot, and optional Seakeeper, these family-friendly vessels set a 
new standard in ease of handling, even solo! You’ll cross the Gulfstream when others have to stay in port. Next day, you’ll 
throw a stern anchor on the beach and wade ashore. MJMs are great for sharing with family and friends. The open space 
layout of MJM flush decks entertain a crowd for a harbor cruise, watching the races or cocktail hour in the slip. 
Side boarding doors at floating dock height graciously welcome everyone.

What Makes Our Company Special

MJMs are created by the Johnstone family. Beginning with world-renowned J/Boats, and with over 50 popular designs to 
their credit, the Johnstones share their passion for creating and driving the best all-round performing boats on the market. 
Each new MJM model is tweaked to perfection for themselves and the family of MJM owners worldwide. MJM Yachts are 
built in America by Boston BoatWorks, leader in advanced epoxy composite construction and benefit from the artistry of 
noted naval architect, Doug Zurn. 

35z, 43z, 53z & MJM are trademarks of MJM Yachts. LLC 
Built under U.S. Patent D475338S
 
  

A family lunch at the beach says it all. A shady respite, just a short wade from the sand with all the comforts of a beach 
cottage. The 53z bridgedeck compares in size and view to the upper deck of a 110 foot motoryacht.

53z ®43z ®35z ®
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